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This report re-examines known procedures for handling
“general” resistance testing on flyin~boat hull models,
with particular referenco to saving testing time and to
improving the usefulness of results to the designer.
It Is concluded that the following relntionshlps
for collapsing the data from general resistance tests
will provide 8atiBfactory accuracy for all loada within
practicable limits and that their use permits a consider-
able reduction In the number of tests required, besides
presenting the results in a simple form for ready use:
1. For the displacement range of speeds, using
—
free-tc---~ tests with the longitudinal
center of gravity located to provide proper
trim in the planing range,
Ca
f
CTa
cba /3 ha )‘o \ ~Al /3
2. For the planin~ range of speeds, using fixed-trim
tests and making trim angle a parameter,
%&/cv = * (’&/fJ~)j “
Figure 8 shows the application of these relatlon–
ships to a large number of resistance tests made at thd Stevens
Expertmontal Towing !Cank over a period of time on various
models of the XPB2H-1 flying boat. Ilgure 8a shows .
satisfactory correlation of the data for the displac-~
ment range except In one region. However, in this region
the pronounced effeot of displacement Is of considerable
hportance to the designer and is forcibly called to his
attention. E’igure 811 chows contours for the planing
range of ~/~ (cross-lotted from an auxiliary chart
2.
not shown) laid onto a grid of trim angle against ~/~.
This ftgure shows porpoising and moment oharacteristios,
ae well as resistance oheraoteri-sties, and thus presents
a comprehensive picture of the performance of the hull
in the planing range. The relation” of a sample gspecific~
resistance curve to this figure is illustrated by the
auxiliary chart (fig. 7).
It is believed that charts of these types are in-
herently more useful to the designer than the multiplicity
of charts ordinarily employed in reporting general re-
sistance tests. By judicious selection of test points,
they caa he prepared in much less time.
IIW!ROi)UCTIOM
Tank tests of flyin~boat hull models, ,for whatever
purpose., are necessaril~ carried out by one of two
methods, the ‘speoificn or””the ‘generallf method. .
The ‘specifio~l method of testing is the nom common
and usually the quicker: too perform. Under this method
the watormborne load is made to correspond to a particu-
lar function of the speed, or possibly of both the speed
and the trim angle. It is frequootly found, however,
that specific tank tests are not directly applicable even
to the actual flying boat for which they were originally
intended, because of subsequent modifications to the
aerodyn~aic structure or to the gross weight, which alter
the relation of water-borne load to speed. Further,
specific tests of older designs, which might otherwise be
useful in the preliminary stages of a new design, may be
found to he inapplicable bacauso they wero mada under
loadinG conditions iilffering from those hposod by the
new dosi~n.
‘ Tho ‘goneralfi method of tank testing effectively
avoi~s these linltat?ons of the specific nethod by ox—
tending the teets to COVO= wido ranges of combinations
of spocd, load, and trim. The results are ordinarily
presented in an appropriate series of charts from which
the doslgnor can eelect the information .neetid.c,.Tn..”
only objections to this method are: (1) that it ,Is tlme-
coneuming, both for the testing establishment, In getting
sufficiently completo data to covor all the combination
.
,
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of conditions which might be required, and for tho
dosignor, in deduoing answers from the l=ge accumula-
tion -of data, and (2) that the multiplicity of charts
whi-~ mubt “he-cese”~ily be consulted complicates con-
siderably the problem of establishing the relative merits
of different designs for a particular purpose. These
are important objections, however, especially under the
stress of war, when time counts heavily.
What is needed is a simplification of the general
method. trhioh will save time for both the testing eata+
llehment and the designer and yet give wholly adequate
information. A simplification of the sort required has
recently been worked out for jorpoising data. (See ref-
erences 1 and 2.) Here the tstabilitplimit curves for
a given hull, obtained from either specifio or general
tests under various combinations of loading conditions
and speed, are collapsed to form a single ourve for each
of the linits (upper and lower). Parallel simplifica–
tions for resistance data have, in fact, been available
for some years. It is pointed out in references 3, 4,
and 5, for inetance, that the data from general resist-
ance tests can be condensed into fewer charts than are
ordinarily employed. The suggested procedures have not
been widely used, however, possibly because of a feeling
that they are good only for first approximations.
A primary purpose of this report is to show, by aw
plying them to actual test data, that certain of these
procod.ures are good for very much more than first ap-
proximations and that they can bo used with confidence,
apart from all questions of time-saving. Their great
advantage, as in most cases where data are collapsed in-
to composite. curves, Is their ability to bring out clear
distinctions between accidental and systematic departures
from the composite curves. This is vividly illustrated
in the.chart for the displacement range of the XPB2M-1
(fig. 84), where the discontinuities focus attention ‘n. a
point of interest which might easily have been ovm’-
lookod in ylota of the ordin~y sort.
1.
It is shown in this report, in particular, that
for most practical purposee the results of general r-
sistance teets can be oondensed into two charts, one
for free-to-trim resistances and trim angles in the
displacement range of speeds, the otbor for resistanc~s
in the planing range of speeds. The latter chart is
...—
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given the same form as the chart employed in references
1 and 2 for presenting the results of general porpolsing
tedts; it can therefore be used to show,in addition to
the resistance characteristics, the dynamic stability
and the moment characteristics of the hull in the plan-
ing range.
Only a few special tests were made for this report.
Published data, or tests already on hand, were used for
most of the analyses.
This Investigation, conducted at the Stevens Institute
of Technology, was sponsored by, and conducted with fi-
nancial assistance from, the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
A.N&tIYSIS
In starting from rest and taking off the water, the
hull of a fl~lng b~at pcesec throu~h two moze or less
distinct specfl raages. These are the g.~~nl~.csmenh range,
covering roughly the lower Lalf of the comp~ste speed
range to take--off, and the ~~~g rar:ge, coveri=g the
upp9r hrlf. It is necocsary to cczsidclr the two ranges
separately; actuaily, cf course, they mergs smoothly from
one to the other.
(a) Displacement Range
(1)
R repiotance
-.
-%
.—
1
..— .—. . ... .-
,,
.
v epeod
.
-- .--..—
“% .gr-avit~ acceleration .. . . _.
v kinematic viscosity
@ funct ion
and
Va
W oude number
~
VA
Reynolds number
v
x linear dimension, not yet specified, which defines
s5ae
.
But it is common practioe in dealing with flyin~boat
hulls to disregard the variation of the skin friction
coefficient with the Reynolde number; no very new as-
sumption fs therefore i~volved when equation (1) is sim-
plified by omitting the Reynolds number, making it
(2)
Ilquation (2) may be presumed satisfactory, then, for
collapsing the data for geometrically similar flying-
boat hulls under similar loading. And this wI1l be
equally true whntever linear dimension 1s selected for h.
!Che usefulness of a relationship for the purpose in
hand depends, however, not upon Its succbss In collapsing
the data for geometrically similar cases of differing
size (which is oniy the first requirement), but upon its
suocess in collapsing the data for oases which aqe not
geometrically similar. Perrlng showed, in referenco 3,
that in one instance the same relationship
7
served this
broader yurpose quite well, provided (Vol t~s was used
for ..-A~ making
@( \
(vol)a/: p/2 Va = \g (V:; pw’
(3)
. ..
—-
6where
I
(Vol) submerged volume corresponding to the water-
borne load: namely; A/v
A water-borne loa&
and
w ‘specific veight of vatar
or, substituting the usual NACA aoefficienta,
l
(4)
Yhe transformation from equation (3) to equation
ic4) is given here in its entirety to avoid any
possible question regarding the use of nbeam~ as
a factor. It will be eeen that this faotor ap-
pears only ad an arbitrary reference length to
define ooefficien%s; it is not used to define
u.
By definition,
CR = ;+
‘A=&
Cv=.+
(Vol) .+-
where b is the beam, whence
R =wtFcR
. . .
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Substituting the latter eqreasions in equa-
tion (3)9 .it is seen that -
..- .
. .
(4)
Departures from geornetrla similarity may be intrc-
duoed by ohanging any of the three variables
:1. Hull form
2. Vater-borna load
3. Trim
and there Is no particular reasen for assuming, a priori,
that any one of the three 1s aeoemearlly more signifi-
cant than any other. How~ver, since comparisons will
ordinarily be desired between different hull forms, at-
tention may usually be concentrated on the other two
Tariableam
!Che ch~ts comprising figure 2 show, accordingly,
the application of equation (~) to a series of low-speed
reslstanoe tests on a
~, representing
the Sikorsky S-40 flyin~boat hull. !l!hebe8t0 were
made by the I!UOA and are reported In reference 6.
Three of the charts show the results for various loads
at three different value6 of fixed tx im (making load
the only variable), while the fourth chart shows the
mean lines from the other threet . It will be seen
that, for the ranges oovered, the effects of load vart-
atlon have been quite .suocessfully collapsed into a
single curve and the effects of trim variatioh a little
less suooessfully oollapeed. But this apparent differ-
ence in the relative success with which load and trim
varlationm are collapsed is of less significance than
it na? appear at first sight. Uhile.the range of load
8variation covered is an entirely reasonable tine, the
range of trim variation, from 5.0 to 9°, is unreasonably
large when applied to all speeds within the displac-
* ment range. This trim range, while easily obtained in
model tests by fixing trims, would Involv=. such large
applied moments that its occurrence In full size would
be most unlikely - particularly since the l“ongitudlnal
position of the center of gravity, which is the most
powerful factor affecting the resultant applied moment
at”.displacement speeds, must ordinarily be fixed within
relatively narrow limits by considerations of trim in
the planing range.
The upper chart of figure 8 shows results for
Snother model, representing the XPB2M-1 flying boat, de-
duced from tests made at the E~erimental Towing Tank
and for this report. In this case, however, jree-t Q-
trim data, Instead of ~ixed-trim data, were used, and the
longitudinal position of the center of gravity was
reasonably suitable from the point of view of trim iptbmplan-
ing range. It will be seen that, ap rt from a region
in the nlddle of the range 9(c~a/c~a 3 = 5.0 to 8.0),
where large discrepancies oqcur, the data are very
successfully collapsed 1S%.0 * single curve. This middle
range was mentioned under Stimary and is shown later
to mark a very pronounced variation In performance with
variation in loading; hence the fact that the chart
causes it to stand out vividly will be seen to add tn:rdher
than detract from an estimate of the value of the re-
lation~hip under consideration.
.
It may be concluded then, that the relationship
expressed by equation (4j, in combination with free-to-
trim data taken with a suitable longitudinal position of
the center of gravity, is a useful means of condensing
the results of general resistance tests in the “range of
displacement speeds. .
(b) Planing Range
It would be expected that, as the speed increases
beyond tho displacement range and true planing begins,
the I’roude number would become less and less important.
Thus the basic relationship
. ,.. —,.. . ,----- Y - -
9
(2)
would be expeoted to givo way to the eimpler relation-
ship
R
=K (5)
k?? p/2 Va
in oases of geometric similarity, and apart from the
definition of h.
That this expect ion Is borne out by the facts is
shown in figure l,which Is actually one of the charts
of figure 2 extended into the plhning range. Here the
horizontal line for any one load indicates that
CR &i a
has become independent afCA31S Cva p’
which meane that R hzzabecome independent
(Vol)a’s p/2 Va
of the Freud.e number. But this chart indicates, in ad-
dition, that even with the trim angle fixed, the e=
press ion
R
=K (6)
(V01)Q’3 p/2 Va
which is related to equation (5) In the same way that
equation (3) is related to equation (2), does not com-
pletely collapse the data for variations of load. Thus
It is clear that a eimple extension of the displacement–
range relationship will not euffice for the planing range.
The d.replacement-range relationship falls in the
planing range prlmarlly becuuse the definition
(Vol) = A/w
which” is the foun-dation of equation (3), no longer holds
when, in the plantng range, dynamic lifting force predominates.
10 .
A simple basic relationship fer the planing range is
(7) -
orj.,in rion-d~menslonal form
whore A 1s, as before, the water-borne load cnd the
definition of A is immaterial,coq again. substituting
the usual NACA coefficients,
The transformation from equation (8) to (9) corre-
sponds to the transformation fro= equation (3) to (4).
References 3, 4, 5, and 7, show that this basic re-
lationship, in one form or mother, has been used with
good success in the past for collapsing resistance data
in the planing range. The relationship is here tested
by applying It to fixed-trim data in the planing range,
for one of the models considered in the displacement-
range analysis above~
The Sikorsky S-40 nodel (data from referenoe 6).
(See figs. 3 and 4.)
and to similar data for
A simple V-bottom planing surface (data from refer-
ence 8) (See figs. 5 and..6.)
The square root form, equation (9)! is used for plotting,
and the scale of abscissae is started from the right.
This is consistent with the procedure adopted in refer-
ences 1 and 2 for porpoising data; it avoids some dis-
tortion of the curves and puts the take-off (~/Ov = O)
~l~th~cr~ght of the sheet.
I
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It will be seen that in all cases the data for
fixed. value8 of trla are very eat16factorily collapsed.
._ -There i.q.s.onevariation between the- mean curyes for the.-
various trim angles of each nodel , but as trin control
is ordinarily available in the planing range (through
the elevatore) , there is no purpose in attempting to
to snooth out its effects. Inetead, contours of fi/CV
have been drawn fron the nean cu~ves for fixed trins, on
a grid of trim angle against & /cv , naking a sheet of
exactly the sane fern suggeeted in references 1 and 2
for porpoislng data.
An additional tee% . of the relationship 18 given
in figure 9, which chows the results at one value of trim
for
I?ACA liodel No. 11 (da%a frbn reference 9) (See
fig. 9.)
This case is included to illustrate that the relationship
will bring out a discontinuity clearly, end that it will
successfully collapse planin~range data even under such
an extrene condition as transferring the entire load to
the after body.
It nay be concluded then, that the relationship
expressed by equation (9\ris a satisfactory neans of
condensing the resulte of general resistance tests at
fixed trins, in the range of planing speeds.
The lowor chart of figure 8 shows the contoure of
fi/CV for the XPB2k-1, prepared from unpublished data
gathered at Stevens Institute for The Glenn L. Martin
Company, together with the stability limits and the mo-
ment data from reference 2.
DISCUSSION
As prev.iouely deocribed, the two Charts of figure 8
suffice to show all the general resistance data for the
particular hull to which they refer, ae well as stability
limits and moment data in the planing range. The form
cf plotting of these charts may be more or less unfamil-
iar, making it difficult to visualize their relation to
. . .
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more conventional forms of prasentat” ion. In an attemmt
to remedy this, figure 7 has been preparsd. It showe a
~specificw resistance curve of the ordinary sort, as de-
duced from the charte of figure g for the loading curve
(and trim track in the planing range) indicated, which
correspond to the normal particulars of the XPB2M-1.
Circled numbers, corresponding with circled numbers in
figure g, serve to indicate the connection between the
two forms of plotting.
The need for two different relationships, for the
two epeed rangea, is naturally an inconvenience. It
should be especially noted, how~ver, that this need
arises, not through any 10SE of ac,curaoy when the rela-
tionship for one smeed range is carried over into the
other, but simply because the test data are no longer
successfully collamsed. Thus nothing more serious than
inconvenience can result. The need amppars to be in-
evitable; it is attributable, as previously noted, to
the basically different ways in which the water-borne
load Is supported in the two smeed ranges. This is .
illustrated in the followinp sketches.
In the displacement ranee, support
ie by buoyant forces.
In the planing range, support is
by dynamic forces.
(Jgt.) -
/
(!i~ng lift)
t
s2=zJ---LJ’J-
*C
-. I
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Referring to the planln~range relationship: With
fixed trim, a constant value of tho ~lift coefficient H
-..-
- “A’ -
9 or- ~/C~, “
La p/2 v~
apart from the va”lues of the - .—
individual faotors~ would be e~ected to result In a “
constant geometric shspe. Hence the evidence of all of
the planin~range charts here presented, that it results
also in a constant value of the r?slstance coefficient
It
or ~/CV (which implies a constant flow
Aa p/2 Va’
pattern), is Eot very surprising.
Referring to the displacement-range relationship:
A con~tant B’roude number Va , or CTa/&3 ,
g (vol)l~s
bri the other hand, either with or without fixed trim, .
does not in any sense imply a constant geometric shape.
Hence the evidence of the displacement–rango charts
here presented, that the reslstanco coefficient
:L,,
- R-.-”. ‘ ‘or : . ~R”” “ .fiis. . - ‘...”
in general, a
(vol)”” p/2 d
s
Gbal= ~a’
function of the Y’rcude number primarily, 15 less easily
e~lcined. In faoti, the oaly possible explanation is
that the variatio-:k from a single geomotric shape lntro–
duced with vcriatic,ns of load (or trim) aro rot large
enough to affect F.~~)reciably the resistance characterist its. —.-
If actual hulls ha(i the simple flwedgellform indicated in
thn forogoing skeichos, there would, of courso, he no
change of shape with load variation and only moderato
changes of shape with normal tria variation. The wedge
form Is obviously a re&sona31y good ropresentatlon of .
most ootual hulls for the planing rangti, It Is a much
loss obvious choice for the displ~cement range, but
Parrin~ used it as a working hypothosin In developing
Squat Ion (3) for this range (reference 3), and tho suc–
coss of the displacsr:ont-range correlations presented
in this report tend to confirm Its general rollability
for ropresonting ac~ue.1.hulls.
There m~ide”ntly must be limits, howover, boyorid
which the displaco~lent -range relatlononlp will no longor
—.-— .- .-
—.—-
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collapse data - beyond which the variations from a
single geometric shape have become 3arge. With suffi-
cient load, for instanoe, the bow will plow heavily in
the displacement range, or even dive. “The relationship
may break down, too, under less extreme conditions -
the middle region on the displacement-range chart for
the XPB2&l, in figure 8a, heing a case in point. Here
the discontlnuities were observed to originate with wet-
ting of the tail cone and of the afterbody sides near
the sterni>ost, which resulted in discernible differences
In the flov pattern with variation of load and corre—
ppcnding differences in the resistance coefficient. This,
however, is precisely the information which needs to be
brought to light for the hull In question. Nxcept in
this one region, the resistance data are satisfactorily
collapsed, Indicating consistent performance of the hull
throughout the range of loads investigated; within this
one region, better performance is obtained with lighter
loads. The additloaal information can be deduced, also,
that cost of the penalty within the region is incurred
in raising the load to about CA = 0.90 and that very
little extra penalty $s tacurred with further increase
of load.
The ability of the charts to bring out such charac-
teristics 8s this Is a v@ry Important advantage to be
gained by condensing the data. Trom this point of view,
failure to collapse completely the data for a given hull
is looked upon, not as a weakness of the relationship,
but , in truer perspective, as an indication that a sig-
nificant variation of shape or flow pattern has occurred.
The planin~range relationship here proposed is as suc-
cessful in this respect as the displacement-range rela-
tionship; & variation caused by increase of load will bs
shown, for instance, by an up-sweep of the curve of
&/Cv against ~/CV as high values of ~/C~ are
approached.
In appraising this advantage, however, the basio
.
purpose of condensing the data should not be lost sight
of: namely, that the testing time can be reduced and
the results made more readily useful to tho designer.
The advantage just described Is essentially an extension “
of this basic purpose. Care must be taken, too, to avoid
attaching importance to indicated variations which are,
in fact, caused only by the relationship in question
16
having been pushed too far in the direction of the op-
posite speed range. Such variations may be encountered
at the upper end of curves for the displacement-range
‘relationship “o-rat the lower end of “curves for the planin~
rnnge relationship, as indicated on various of the charts.
They are otherwise of minor importance, being primarily,
an inconvenience. In general, the curves for the two
speed ranges should be extended so that they overlap.
A good example of the usefulness df combining re
sistance and porpoislng data in one chart is presented.
by the planin~range chart for the KPB2M-1 (fig. Sb)a
Here it will be seen that the resistance data exteud a
long way Into the range of unstable trim angles, showing
that a good ma~y unnecessary data were obtained in the
general resistance tests. If the resistance tests had
been nade after, or, better still, In conjunction with,
the porpoising tests, It is clear that time could have
been saved or moro complote information obtained for the
useful range.
A study of the scat”ter of the test points on the
various charts Indicates satisfactory accuracy wherever
the relationships may be expected to apply. The scatter
of points is somewhat greater In the displacement range,
as compared with the planing aenge. This probably is due
to the greater llkelihoo~ of systematic departures attrib-
utable to variations of shape, rather than to greater ex-
perimental errors in this range. In both ranges, the maan
curves ordinarily will be better than the mean curves
drawn in conventional charts by virtue of the greater nw–
ber of tests points on which they are based.
This last suggests that the methode constitute a
useful means of fairing data, even though the data are
eventually reported on more conventions% charts.
COllCLUDIl!lGREMARKS
In considering meane for condensing the data frcm
mgeneralll resistance teets, It is not supposed that use
of these means, or even of the method of general re-
sistance testing itself, will ever completely eliminate
the need for nspeciflcn tests and test reports. So much
is at stake In the development of a large modern flying
boat that specific tests, particularly in the later
etages of deeigning; will undoubtedly be needed for somo
time to come.
16
It is believed, “however, that the particular proce-
dures presented for condensing resistance ilata should be
a definite help to the designer, both by facilitating
critical comparisons between dlffsrent hull designs, and
by presenting the data in a convenient form for ready
reference In studies of take-off performance. They are
of advantage to the testing establishment because, by
carefully selecting test points, the same ground ordi-
narily covered in general resistance testing may be e-
plored in less time.
Experimental Towing Tank,
Stevens Institute of Technology,
Hoboken, E.J., June 5, 1943.
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